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LinguaEstudio School is located in the neighborhood of Prosperity. If you want to come to the school by private car, it
is not difficult to park your car nearby. On the other hand, if you prefer to come by public transport, there are several bus
and subway lines.
NEAREST BUS LINES: 9, 16, 29, 43, 52, 122/, 73, 120.
NEAREST SUBWAY LINES: 4 y 9
The closest subway stations are:
Cruz del Rayo on line 9 and
Prosperidad on line 4. The following
explains the most comfortable route
to reach the school.
If you are using the line 9, the
nearest underground station is Cruz
del Rayo. Then, there are two
possible exits from the platform, you
must choose the one leading you to
Sánchez Pacheco street and
Auditorio Nacional coinciding with
the even numbers in Príncipe de
Vergara street.

Outside you should notice you are
just on the square of the entrance to
the Auditorio Nacional. Right there,
perpendicular to the Principe de
Vergara street runs Sanchez
Pacheco street. Simply, walk down
it about 250 meters and you will
arrive at the school.

If you decide to take line 4, Prosperidad is the name of the nearest station then. This one has only one exit which will
lead you to Prosperidad Square. This square has two different streets: Suero de Quiñones and López de Hoyos. When
you walk Suero de Quiñones st. you find Sanchez Pacheco st, four or five blocks later and, if you take this street, you
will arrive at the school. The other option is to take López de Hoyos st. Then, just walk down the sidewalk following
ascending numbers, four blocks later you will find Marcenado st, Walk down it to the number 30.
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